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Age distribution of COVID-19: a key in developing prophylactic medicine for serious lower respiratory
tract involvement of coronavirus infection
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Abstract
This short editorial suggests that the ACE2 receptor could be the focus of prophylactic and curative medicine for
pulmonary involvement of coronavirus infection. The editorial also proposes hypotheses to examine by clinical
researchers.
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Editorial:
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is the ongoing pandemic infection with coronaviruses, which initially
reported in Wuhan, China. The situation is getting worse while the specific medicine or vaccine yet to come. A main
feature of the infection is that children carry the virus very frequently; but the pulmonary involvement is rare in
childhood (1-3). From the pathogenesis point of view, we know that the membrane ACE2 plays the main role in
binding the coronavirus to its S-protein (4). Based on the facts that (i) estrogen and testosterone are the upregulators
of ACE2 gene expression (5), and (ii) the sex hormones are absent in childhood, we propose two hypotheses that
might be valuable for finding an efficient prophylactic agent in protecting the infected patients from development of
serious lower respiratory tract involvement: 1) the sex hormones are the key reason of the almost 0 and 1 (binary)
age distribution model of pulmonary involvement among children and adults; 2) Suppressing the ACE2 expression
in epithelial cells of lung may limit the COVID-19 infection to a mild upper respiratory infection by preventing the
pulmonary involvement. Such medicine can be administered by a systemic rout or preferably deep inhalation that
specifically targets pulmonary epithelial cells. Since the development of such prophylactic medicine may protect
medical staffs and other individuals who are in close contact with patients, we highly recommend examining the
hypotheses at the earliest time.
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